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"As a kid you need to touch the ball as much as you can…It's amazing to me that people put so much 
emphasis on trying to be tactical and worry about winning when it doesn't matter when you're 12 
years old.  We're going to be big, strong, fast players.  We're Americans, we're athletes.  But if we 
never learn at an early age to be good on the ball then it's useless." 
 
(Landon Donovan, USA World Cup Hero quoted in Soccer America, July 2002) 
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Philosophy of the League 

 
 

 

WHAT A SOCCER PROGRAM SHOULD BE! 

 

To provide an enjoyable and rewarding experience for the participants in a wholesome family and 
community oriented environment. 

 
Through teaching soccer, promote the virtues of pride, respect, confidence, and teamwork 

 
The purpose of the TYA Soccer program is for all the participants to have fun while learning the skills 
of soccer.  Furthermore, it is our aim that all participants gain a sense of satisfaction and 
achievement. 
 
It is important the coaches spend the time to learn the “Laws of the Game” (those of FIFA and those 
modified for the TYA program).  Understanding the spirit of the game as well as the rules will help 
impart a sense of appreciation of the sport to the children who are coached.  This positive attitude is 
considered one of the most valuable foundations of coaching. 
 
It should be pointed out that over zealous competition, inappropriate language, and negative attitudes 
could undermine the enjoyment for the children.  Most children will remember the spirit and 
enjoyment of the experience long after any score is forgotten.  Any coach that remembers their 
childhood must surely agree. 
 
Although sometimes well intended, constant screaming and criticism during play can alienate children 
from their coaches and parents.  The children have very sensitive “receptors” in regards to the action 
of adults and sense even non-spoken actions.  It is wise to remember that the league is for the 
children.  So please, exercise common sense. 
 
The keys to positive development during coaching: 
 

1. Encouragement and enthusiasm. 
2. Organization – prepare for the session.  Be at the practice field early and have a planned 

practice. 
3. Involvement – this means to keep all players involved and moving 
4. Education – strive to learn more about soccer through books, clinics, internet, and talking to 

other coaches. 
5. Encourage parents to become involved and learn about soccer as well. 

 
Teaching the fundamentals of the techniques of soccer (i.e. dribbling, trapping, ball movement, and 
shooting) is vital.  Because of this and due to the fact that children at this age are more ‘me’ oriented, 
the Coaches of the Pee Wee league are instructed to mainly focus on the development of these 
individual skills.  Team play (i.e. passing, positioning, tactics, etc.) will be developed in later years 
when the players are more mature and are able to more easily accept the ‘sharing’ of the ball.  Only 
after learning these individual skills will the players to be able to perform and achieve as a team as 
they continue to develop in later years.  These achievements will build confidence and cooperation 
with peers. 
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Parental Support – The Key to Peak Performance 
 

 

 

 

The role that parents play in the life of a soccer player has a tremendous impact on their experience.  
With this in mind, we have taken some time to write down some helpful reminders for all of us as we 
approach the upcoming season.  Coaches should copy and distribute this page to all parents.  If you 
should have any questions about these thoughts, please feel free to discuss it with us, the coaches. 
 

1. Let the coaches’ coach:  Leave the coaching to the coaches.  This includes motivating, psyching your 
child for practice, after game critiquing, setting goals, requiring additional training, etc.  You have 
entrusted the care of your player to these coaches and they need to be free to do their job.  If a player 
has too many coaches, it is confusing for him and his performance usually declines. 

2. Support the program:  Get involved.  Volunteer.  Help out with fundraisers, car-pool; anything to 
support the program. 

3. Be your child’s best fan:  Support your child unconditionally.  Do not withdraw love when your child 
performs poorly.  Your child should never have to perform to win your love. 

4. Support and root for all players on the team:  Foster teamwork.  Your child’s teammates are not the 
enemy.  When teammates are playing better than your child, your child now has a wonderful 
opportunity to learn. 

5. Do not bribe or offer incentives:  Your job is not to motivate.  Leave this to the coaching staff.  Bribes 
will distract your child from properly concentrating in practice and game situations. 

6. Encourage your child to talk with the coaches:  If your child is having difficulties in practice or 
games, or can’t make a practice, etc. encourage them to speak directly to the coaches.  This 
“responsibility taking” is a big part of becoming a big-time player.  By handling the off-field tasks, your 
child is claiming ownership of all aspects of the game – preparation for as well as playing the game. 

7. Understand and display appropriate game behavior:  Remember, your child’s self esteem and 
game performance are at stake.  Be supportive and cheer appropriately.  To perform to the best of your 
child’s abilities, a player needs to focus on the parts of the game that they can control (fitness, 
positioning, decision making, skill, aggressiveness, what the game is presenting them).  If your child 
hears a lot of people telling him what to do, or yelling at the referee, it diverts his attention away from 
the task at hand. 

8. Monitor your child’s stress level at home:  Keep an eye on the player to make sure that they are 
handling stress effectively from the various activities in their life. 

9. Monitor eating and sleeping habits:  Be sure your child is eating the proper foods and getting 
adequate rest. 

10. Help your child keep his priorities straight:  Help your child maintain a focus on schoolwork, 
relationships and the other things in life beside soccer.  Also, if your child has made a commitment to 
soccer, help them fulfill their obligation to the team. 

11. Reality test:  If your child has come off the field when his team has lost, but he has played his best, 
help him to see this as a “win”.  Remind them that they are to focus on “process” and not “results”.  His 
fun and satisfaction should be derived from “striving to win”.  Conversely, he should be as satisfied from 
success that occurs despite inadequate preparation and performance. 

12. Keep soccer in its proper perspective:  Soccer should not be larger than life for you.  If your child’s 
performance produces strong emotions in you, suppress them.  Remember your relationship will 
continue with your children long after their competitive soccer days are over.  Keep your goals and 
needs separate from your child’s experience. 

13. Have fun:  That is what we will be trying to do!  We will try to challenge your child to reach past their 
“comfort level” and improve themselves as a player, and thus, a person.  We will attempt to do this in 
environments that are fun, yet challenging.  We look forward to this process.  We hope you do to! 
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86 Ways to Encourage Children! 
 

 

 
Positive reinforcement is so important to encourage a child’s effort.  In order to never run short of 
appropriate ways to encourage a learner, you may use this list of phrases as needed. 
1. You’re on the right track 30. I’m proud of the way you 

worked today. 
58. You’re really learning a lot. 

2. You’re doing a good job! 31. You must have been 
practicing! 

59. That’s better than ever. 

3. You did a lot of work today! 32. Exactly right! 60. That’s quite an improvement 
4. Now you’ve figured it out. 33. SUPER! 61. That kind of work makes me 

very happy. 
5. That’s RIGHT!!! 34. Nice going. 62. Now you’ve figured it out! 
6. Now you have the hang of it. 35. You make it look easy. 63. PERFECT! 
7. That’s the way! 36. Way to go! 64. FINE! 
8. You’re doing fine. 37. You’re doing much better 

today 
65. That’s IT! 

9.Now you have it! 38. I’ve never seen anyone do it 
better. 

66. You figured it out fast! 

10. That’s coming along nicely. 39. Superb! 67. You remembered! 
11. That’s great! 40. You’re getting better every 

day 
68. You’re really improving! 

12. You did it that time! 41. WONDERFUL! 69. I think you’ve got it now. 
13. GREAT! 42. I know you could do it. 70. Well look at you go! 
14. FANTASTIC! 43. Keep working on it, you’re 

getting better. 
71. You’ve got that down pat. 

15. TERRIFIC! 44. You’re doing beautifully 72. Good work! 

16. TREMENDOUS! 45. You’re really working 73. Outstanding! 
17. How did you do that? 46. That’s the way to do it! 74. I like that. 
18. That’s better. 47. Keep on trying! 75. Couldn’t have done it better 

myself. 
19. EXCELLENT! 48. You’re the best! 76. Now that’s what I call a fine 

job. 
20. That’s great! 49. Nothing can stop you now. 77. You did that very well. 
21. That’s the best you’ve ever 
done 

50. You’ve got it made 78. Congratulations! 

22. Keep it up! 51. You’re very good at that. 79. That was first class work. 

23. That’s really nice. 52. You certainly did well today. 80. SENSATIONAL! 
24. WOW! 53. I’m very proud of you. 81. That’s the best ever. 
25. Keep up the good work. 54. You’re learning fast. 82. You haven’t missed a thing. 
26. Much better! 55. You’ve just about got it. 83. It’s a pleasure to teach you. 
27. Good for you! 56. That’s good 84. You really make my job fun. 
28. Good thinking! 57. That’s the right way to do it. 85. You’ve just about mastered 

that! 

29. I’m happy to see you 
working today 

 86. One more time and you’ll 
have it. 

 
List from the Children’s Hospital, Medical Center of Akron:  Healthcare Advertising Review/November – December 1986 
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Truths about Children in Sports 
 

 

Many studies have found a number of truths about children in sports: 
 

• Fun is pivotal – if it’s not fun, young people will not play a sport. 
 
• Skill development is a crucial aspect of fun – it’s more important than winning even among the 

best athletes. 
 
• The most rewarding challenges of sports are those that lead to self-knowledge. 
 
• Intrinsic rewards (self-knowledge that grows out of self competition) are more important in 

creating lifetime athletes than are extrinsic rewards (victory or attention from others). 
 

Principles of Youth Coaching 
 
No matter what sport you are coaching, the following should be the coach’s fundamental principles: 
 

• All activities should be developmentally appropriate. 
 
• All instructions should be clear, concise and correct. 
 
• All practice activities should flow from simple to complex.  There should be a flow that is 

appropriate to the age of the players and the topic of the practice.  In some instances, this will 
proceed from a warm-up to individual activities to small group activities.  While the progression 
may vary, every practice should start with a warm-up and end with a game. 

 

Soccer Web Sites 
 

Listed here are just a few web sites that contain a bunch of information about soccer drills and 
running practices: 
 
http://www.usyouthsoccer.org 
http://www.soccerhelp.com/ 
http://www.finesoccer.com/finesoccer_drills_archive.htm 
http://eteamz.active.com/soccer/ 
http://www.epysa.org 
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Coaching Logistics 
 

 

 

 

Checklist: 
 

1. Field Location 
2. Equipment Check List 
3. Practice and Game Schedule 
4. Check Accuracy of Team’s Roster 
5. Education on the Rules of the Game 
6. Expectations 
7. Player/Parent Telephone (e-mail) communication chain list 
8. Complete and Return Player Evaluations 

 
 
 

How can I make the best use of time at practices? 
 

 

 

 

When talking to members of the National Team about their youth soccer experiences, many can’t 
recall specific drills or games that their coaches used during practice.  Rather, what most players 
remember are the good times they had with their teammates and friends and how much they enjoyed 
going to practice and games because of the camaraderie and fun of it all.  Above all, the key to a 
good practice is making it enjoyable so the kids want to come back. 
 
Some example practice plans and additional age appropriate activities/drills to develop fundamental 
soccer skills are included at the back of this package.  The example activities can be substituted into 
the example practice plan activities to make-up additional plans as required. 
 
Keep practice varied, i.e. mix up the drills so players don’t get bored.  Avoid lines.  Keep everyone 
active during practice – multiple small-sided games are always more effective than one big drill when 
everyone is watching two or three players go for the ball.  When players aren’t moving, their minds 
start to wander. 
 
Use drills that are game oriented.  Add a ‘scoring’ component to the drills, i.e. a good trap or touch on 
the ball equals a ’point’.  Have the kids keep track of the points so they keep their minds on the game.  
Always praise effort and hustle to reinforce that working hard is its own reward even if the drill didn’t 
go so well.  Get everyone involved through cheering-on their teammates. 
 
To wrap up practice, have everyone gather for water and cool-down, review the day and what you’ve 
learned, and turn everyone loose.  Overall, don’t try to be too regimented during practice – the kids 
get enough of this at school.  Keep the games fun, keep everyone active but don’t do anything too 
strenuous and results will happen.  A good experience coupled with an average season record is 
better than a winning season and a stressed-out group of kids.  Make them learn without realizing 
that they’re learning. 
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Fundamental Footskill Games 
 
Lets look at other dribbling skills that can be incorporated into the fundamental phase of your 
practice session. (Fundamental because although they work the skill, there is no game-like pressure 
involved) 
 
Red Light – Green Light 
 
For the very young Under 6 the game of Red Light – Green Light is an easy game to learn and 
teaches the children to keep the ball close and under control. As in the game we played in our youth, 
one player is “IT”. He stands at one end of the field with his/her back to the others and calls out red 
light, green light one , two, three and then turns around. The players meanwhile have been dribbling 
toward him/her and must stop, with their foot on top of the ball, when the player turns around. Anyone 
moving must go back to the beginning to try again. 
 
North –South – East and West 
 
Players dribble where the coach tells them to, i.e. a direction as suggested in the title or you can 
make it a color or an animal, whatever. This again teaches the children to keep the ball close and , 
hopefully, shows them how to change a direction. 
 
Draw 
 
This is a very popular game with the younger crowd. Place players in 2 lines facing each other. Place 
one soccer ball in the middle of the two lines.  The object of the game is to draw the ball back using 
the sole of the foot. The command to “Draw” is given by the coach. The fun part is that the coach has 
to tell a story in which he uses the word “draw” to signal the players. 
 
For example: Willy and his sister were working on cleaning their rooms. Willy said “where should I put 
these socks? And his sister replied , “In your Drawer.” Make up really silly stories. 
 
You can add progression to this drill by having the players jog in place, have the players only use the 
non-dominant foot, have the players move up a ladder if they win and down if they lose the round and 
see who can get to the top first. 
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"Get em" 
 
Here is a game which involves both passing and dribbling that is fun and engages players quickly. 
Also, although primarily an individual exercise that allows for differences in ability level, if the players 
are ready, it can quickly become a cooperative game where players work together to solve a 
challenge. 
 
The Game 
 
Each player will need a ball. Player 'A' is "It" and is the only player to start with a ball. All the other 
players are around the outside of the grid. 
 
Player 'A' dribbles and tries to hit the other players below the waist with the ball. When hit, that player 
gets a ball and joins player 'A'. 
 
The game is over when all of the players have been caught. 
 
The last player caught is “It” and starts with the ball for the next game. 
 
If you think the task will be too difficult for the one player to get another at the start of the game, start 
with 2 players being "It". 
 
Coaching Points of “Get em” 
 

• Encourage quick movements and sudden changes of direction to catch players off guard. 
 

• Players not caught should run, jump, and use zig-zag movements. 
 

 
* A variation can be added by having all players play with a ball 
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Running Bases 
 
Here is another game that emphasizes dribbling that is fun and challenging for players. Again, 
primarily it is an individual game that could lend itself to small group cooperation if the players are 
ready. 
 
The Game 
 
Each player will need a ball, except those that have been designated as "It". 
 
Players that are "It" need to carry a colored pennie or flag in their hand. 
 
Players with a ball try to dribble without being tagged. If they are, they exchange places with the 
"tagger" (The "tagger" hands the pennie to the dribbler and takes their ball). 
 
Dribblers are safe in one of the designated bases. Only one player is allowed in a base at a time. if a 
new player enters a base, the old player must leave the base. 
 
Add "taggers" when the players find the game to be easy. 
 
It seems about right to have one base for every 3 players, but, this number can be adjusted either 
way to make the game constantly interesting. 
 
This game can also be played by only allowing the "tagger" to "get" someone by kicking their ball 
away, not just "tagging" the person. (a variation on Shark) 
 
Experiment with different combinations of "taggers" and bases to keep the players engaged. 
 
Basic Passing Game: Trick or Treat 
 
This is a drill suggested by Ivan Mann, a coaching colleague from the soccer-coach-l mailing list. 
 
Set Up and Execution 
 
Make a square with pretty small sides; players line up on each side. Put an adult in the middle of 
each side (that means four adults) holding a dozen or so flat cones (you could use anything else 
similar size and shape). 50 cones or 50 slips of construction paper will do. 
 
On a go signal, players dribble across the square, stop the ball with a foot on it, say “Trick or Treat”, 
take a cone from an adult, turn the ball, dribble back across, take a cone, etc. When all the cones are 
gone, who has the most? This requires dribbling at speed, avoiding the clump in the middle, 
controlling the ball around an opponent, but minimal coordination holding the cones. 
 
After a few rounds dribble across the square, dribble around the coach, and then stop the ball, say 
"Trick or treat," etc. Or place the adults randomly in the square, moving at a walking pace. This 
makes them keep their heads up and look for the target (i.e. the adult) 
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Examples of Practice Plans for 5 – 7 year old Soccer 
 
Practice #1 
 
Coach’s Introduction 7 minutes 

• Roll Call 

• Club Philosophy: Have fun and Learn Soccer 

• Soccer Basics: 
o Put ball through goal without use of hands 
o Stress teamwork, passing to teammates 
o Good sportsmanship 

• Reminder for parents: Ball, shin guards, water bottle 
 
Announce Tonight’s skill:  Shooting and Dribbling 1 – 2 minutes 
Run one lap around field 1 – 2 minutes 
Stretching exercises 2 – 3 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Demonstrate skill for that night: Shooting 1 – 2 minutes 

• Kicking with laces 

• Planted foot pointing at target 

• Follow through with kicking foot 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – repetition of skill 1 – 2 minutes 
Drill 1 5 – 6 minutes 
Drill 2 5 – 6 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Demonstrate skill for that night: Dribbling 1 – 2 minutes 

• Light touches with inside/outside of foot 

• Controlled foot touches, able to stop ball at anytime 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – follow the coach 2 – 3 minutes 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – dribble around cones 2 – 3 minutes 
Drill 3 5 – 6 minutes 
Drill 4 5 – 6 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Scrimmage 15 – 20 minutes 

• Remind players to concentrate on learned skills of evening 

• Point out fouls: Pushing, tripping, hand-ball 
Closing thoughts 1 – 2 minutes 

• Positive feedback from scrimmage play 

• Restate the skills of that evening:  Kicking and Dribbling 

• Next Practice we will…. 
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Examples of Practice Plan for 5 – 7 year olds 
 
Practice #2 
 
Activity Time Allowed 
Arrival / Warm up 2-3 minutes 
 
Coach’s Introduction 2-3 minutes 

• Roll Call 

• Quick review of skill from previous practice 
 
Drill 1 – stressing skill from previous practice 3-4 minutes 
Announce Tonight’s Skill:  Passing and Trapping 1-2 minutes 
Run one lap around field 1-2 minutes 
Stretching exercises 2-3 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Demonstrate skill for that night: Passing 1-2 minutes 

• Striking ball with instep of foot or laces 

• Planted foot pointing at target 

• Follow through with kicking foot 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – repetition of skill 1-2 minutes 
Drill 2 5-6 minutes 
Drill 3 5-6 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Demonstrate skill for that night: Trapping 1-2 minutes 

• Stopping with instep of foot, thigh, chest 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – repetition of skill 2-3 minutes 
Drill 4 5-6 minutes 
Drill 5 5-6 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Scrimmage 15-20 minutes 

• Remind players to concentrate on learned skills of evening 

• Point out fouls: Pushing, tripping, hand-ball 
Closing thoughts 1-2 minutes 

• Positive feedback from scrimmage play 

• Restate the skills of that evening:  Passing and Trapping 

• Next Practice we will…. 
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Examples of Practice Plan for 5 – 7 year olds 
 
Practice #3 
 
Activity Time Allowed 
Arrival / Warm up 2-3 minutes 
 
Coach’s Introduction 2-3 minutes 

• Roll Call 

• Quick review of skill from previous practice 
 
Drill 1 – stressing skill from previous practice 3-4 minutes 
Announce Tonight’s Skill:  Trapping and Dribbling 1-2 minutes 
Run one lap around field 1-2 minutes 
Stretching exercises 2-3 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Demonstrate skill for that night: Trapping 1-2 minutes 

• Stopping with instep of foot, thigh, chest 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – repetition of skill 1-2 minutes 
Drill 2 5-6 minutes 
Drill 3 5-6 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Demonstrate skill for that night: Dribbling 1-2 minutes 

• Light touches with inside/outside of foot 

• Controlled foot touches, able to stop ball at anytime 
Breakout 3 or 4 players per coach – repetition of skill 2-3 minutes 
Drill 4 5-6 minutes 
Drill 5 5-6 minutes 
 

WATER BREAK 

 
Scrimmage 15-20 minutes 

• Remind players to concentrate on learned skills of evening 

• Point out fouls: Pushing, tripping, hand-ball 
Closing thoughts 1-2 minutes 

• Positive feedback from scrimmage play 

• Restate the skills of that evening:  Passing and Trapping 

• Next Practice we will…. 
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Examples of Practice Plan for 5 – 7 year olds 
 
From US Youth Soccer: Author Author:  F. Trovato, Alaska State DOC, 2003 
Topic:   Individual activities, relaxation activities, balancing and coordination activities 

 
Practice #4 
 

Activity Name Description Coaching Points 
 
1. Zen Master Warm-
Up  
 
 
Periodic Stretching and Calming 

Moments 
 

Give players a funny team 
mantra to quietly recite at 

calming moments 

Players Stand near a cone – cone serves as point of reference. 
 

Coach is the Master.  Coach demonstrates skill and on 

command players perform skill repeatedly (10 sec.) and then 
move to new cone.  Repeat.   

 
Activities Without Ball 

1 foot balance, other foot balance,1 foot hop, other foot hop, 
2 foot hop, bear crawl, crab crawl 

 
Introduce ball 

Figure 8’s around legs with hands, Round the Waist, Ball Tap 
on Forehead, Thigh Catch, Throw Catch,  Head Catch, Ball 

Taps, Body Part Dribble, Ask Player to Pick  
 

Combine Two Activities – Random select two activities to 
combine which players perform before moving on. 

Stretching, Relaxation,  
Balance, Coordination 

Fun 

 
Field Size: 

Cones should be 10 yards apart. 
 

 
Extra laughs after team mantra 

 
 

Water Break! 
 

 
2. Zen Master  
Follow the Master, 
Grasshopper 
 
 

Body Control, Balance 
Replication Practice 

 
Periodic Stretching and Calming 

Moments - Team Mantra 

Groups of Two, one Master, one Student 

 
Master leads Student around and through the cones.  When 

Masters reaches an open cone, they choose and perform a 

soccer skill (the activities we did in the Zen Master Warm-up 
or new ones) that must be replicated by the Student.   Master 

chants Team or Individual Mantra (players can make up their 
own new individual chant)  

 
20 sec. then switch Master and Student. Repeat. 

 
Activities start without ball and then with ball after a few 

rounds. 

Stretching, Relaxation, Balance, 

Coordination, Enjoy, Fun 
 

Encourage creativity of new soccer 

skills and new chants.   
 

 
Field Size:  

Cones should be 10 yards apart. 
 

Water Break! 

3. Red Light - Green 

Light 

Players move across area on command of Green Light.  Coach 

announces Red Light and players must stop.  Any players 
caught moving or with ball far away from them must restart 

10 steps back toward starting line.  When all players reach 

end line game is complete.  Repeat. 

4. Freeze Tag  45 sec. games 

Coach is “It.”  Players move in area.  When “It” touches a 
player, player must freeze in that position.  Teammates can 

unfreeze player by standing next to frozen player and stand 
on one foot balanced for count of 4. 

5. Freeze Tag w/ ball Players have ball.  When player is frozen, teammates must 

nutmeg frozen player to unfreeze. 

Stretching, Relaxation, Balance, 

Coordination, Enjoy, Fun 
 

Field Size: 

 
Red Light – Green Light 

20 x 40 yards 
 

Freeze Tag 
25 x 25 yards 

 
Water Break! 

6. 3v3 without 
keepers  

Coach serves balls in.  If ball goes out of play, have 

players leave it and coach restarts play with a new ball.  

Throw-ins can be added.  Games to two or three and 
reshuffle players on teams if teams are lopsided.  

Celebrate Goals with Team Mantra! 

Stretching, Relaxation, Balance, 

Coordination, Enjoy, Fun  
 

Field Size: 

 
20 x 30 yards 

 
BIG FINISH – Thank you and 

congratulations to all! 
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Examples of Practice Plan for 5 – 7 year olds 
 
From US Youth Soccer:  Author: Tom Goodman 
Topic:  Coordination Movement 

 
Practice #5 
 

Activity  
Name 

Description Diagram Coaching 
Points 

1. Free 
Movement 
with the Ball. 
 
 

Free Movement with 

the Ball at their 
Feet. 

Every player has a ball in a 15 x 20 yd 
grid.  Coach asks all players to move 

freely with their ball around the grid.   
 

Coach then asks players to move freely 

with the ball at their feet.   

 
 

 
 

 

 
20 yds. 

 
 

 

 
 

                        15 yds. 

Movement 
education; 

repetition in ball 
touches; balance; 

eye-foot 

coordination; 
change of speed; 

change of 
direction; decision 

making. 

2. Goofy Stop 
and Go 

Same set up as above.  All players 
dribble their ball in the grid.  When 

coach says, “STOP!”  Players must stop 
their ball and freeze in a goofy 

position. 

Coach 
 

 
 

 
20 yds. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

                           15 yds. 

Same as above. 

3. Body Part 
Dribbling 

Same set up as above.  All players 

dribble their ball in the grid.  When the 
coach yells out a body part, the 

players must stop the ball with that 

body part. 
 

Same as above. 

4. Hit the Ball 
(Relaxation 
Activity) 

Players line up shoulder to shoulder on 

one end of the grid.  Place 2 balls in 
the middle of the grid.  One at a time 

players kick their ball and try to hit one 
of the balls in the middle.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
20 yds. 

 

 
 

 
 

                      15 yds. 

 
 

 

Rest from previous 

activities.  The 
challenge of 

hitting a target.  

X. X. 

      X. 

X.              .X 

X. 

     .X 

                         X. 

X. X. 

       X.    X. 

X.  X.  X. 

           .  . 

 

      X.  X.  X. 
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Activity  
Name 

Description Diagram Coaching 
Points 

5. Sharks and 
Minnows 

The minnows, the players with a ball, 
line up shoulder to shoulder on one 

end of the grid.  Two players are 

designated as sharks and are 
positioned inside of the grid without 

soccer balls.  On the coach’s 
command, the minnows must dribble 

their ball through the grid and get to 
the other side without getting their ball 

stolen or kicked away by the sharks.  

If a player loses their ball while 
crossing the grid, he/she becomes a 

shark. 
 

Coach 
 

 

 
 

 
 

20 yds. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

                                       15 yds. 

FUN…Dribbling 
under pressure; 

decision making; 

change of speed; 
change of 

direction; 
defending.  This is 

an inclusive 
game…the players 

are either 

dribbling a ball or 
trying to get one 

back.  

6. End Line 
Soccer 

Set up a 15 yd x 20 yd grid.  Divide 

the players into two teams.  Play 3v3 

with no goalkeepers on the field.  A 
team scores by dribbling the ball or 

kicking the ball over their designated 
end line.  Balls are served in one at a 

time by the coach who is positioned 
outside the field at midfield. 

 

FUN…Directional 

play.  Dribbling 

under pressure; 
kicking; receiving; 

decision making; 
change of speed; 

change of 
direction; 

defending.   

7. 3v3 Soccer 
Match 

Set up a 20 yd x 25 yd field with goals 
at each end.  Divide the players into 

two teams.  Play 3v3 with no 
goalkeepers on the field.  Balls are 

served in one at a time by the coach 
who is positioned outside the field at 

midfield. 

 
 

 
 

 
25 yds. 

 

 
 

 
 

                       20 yds. 

 
Coach 

FUN…Directional 
play.  Dribbling 

under pressure; 
kicking; receiving; 

shooting; decision 
making; change of 

speed; change of 

direction; 
defending.   

8. Cool Down 
Juggling 

Every player starts with a ball in his or 
her hands.  They drop the ball on their 

thigh and catch it.  They progress to 

dropping the ball on one thigh and 
juggling it to the other thigh, then 

catch it.  Eventually, they can try 
“thigh-thigh-foot-catch”, etc.  

 

FUN…challenging; 
balance; 

coordination.   

 

M.  M.  M.  M. 
 

 

 

 

        S    S 

       O 

• X 

O 

        X          O 

               X 
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Examples of Practice Plan for 5 – 7 year olds 
 
From US Youth Soccer: Author Sam Snow 
Topic:   Dribbling 

 
Practice #6 
 
Activity Name Description  Purpose/Coaching Points 
1 BALL MASTER  
Each player should have 
a ball.  

The players dribble to the coach and 
hand him/her the ball. The coach tosses 
away the ball and the players retrieve 
the ball and dribble it back to the coach. 
The coach can give a different dribbling 
challenge to the players when he/she 
tosses out the ball.  

• Listening skills 

• Problem solving  

• Dynamic dribbling  

2 SHADOW DRIBBLE  

Each player has a ball 
and follows the coach.  

The coach dribbles a ball him/herself 
and the players follow while dribbling 
their ball. The coach does both dribbling 
moves and goofy things for the children 
to mimic.  
Include here not only dribbling basics, 
but also tumbling, balance and rhythmic 
exercises.  

• Dribbling & movement 
enhancement  

• Decision making 

3 KNEE TAG  
In a 10 x 15 yard grid 
each player has a ball.  

The kids dribble and try to tag others on 
the knee to collect a point for each tag.  

• Physical fitness components  

• Dribbling & shielding skills  
Vision  

4 BALLS GALORE  

Divide the players into 
two groups.  

Play on a normal U6 game field with 
goals. Play a normal 3v3 game with the 
exception of playing with more than one 
ball. The coach can add in more soccer 
balls as he/she sees fit.  
Gradually take out balls until the game 
is left with only one ball and then move 
directly into the match in activity number 
five below.  

• All techniques for the age 
group occur  

• Vision  

• Some teamwork  

• Lots of 1v1 situations  

• Problem solving  

5 3 VS. 3  
2 goals  
1 ball  
No goalkeepers  

Play a 3-on-3 match according to US 
Youth Soccer modified rules for the U6 
age group.  

• Summation of all challenges 
for the players.  

• Stay out of their way and let 
them PLAY! 

 

More Training Information and Drills 
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Training Format

Practice is the time and place where the foundation for learning soccer takes place.

It is advisable that a practice is between 45 minutes to 90 minutes depending on the

age group. A well prepared coach will create a structure that allows variation in order to make

the practice interesting and fun.

The structure may have the components of  “warm-up”,  “practice of skills and techniques” and a 

“scrimmage game”.

A coach may ask one or two children to help in certain activities.  Children tend to 

accept these responsibilities, in front of their peers, with great enthusiasm. Choose a “helper” 

with soccer skills to whom the other players look up or change “helpers” each week.

Warm-up: Although many children might not feel they need to warm up, the older

coaches surely recognize how important it is for children to learn this discipline, early,

for later use in life.  Since time is valuable during practice ask the helper to get other children 

together while the coach sets up the field.  The game of “square” (diagramed later) is one of the 

best ways to warm up.  It should be avoided that two or three children

stand in goal while all the other children take shots, as players are arriving at the field.

Practice of Skills: Drills are outlined in this section.  Show the drill and have one or two

children show the others the drill before starting.  Make sure to explain the learning

objective.  It will help them understand why they doing this drill.  This is very important because 

children question everything (this is mostly good!).  Positive reinforcement is very beneficial.  

Make sure to spend enough time on each drill.  It is more beneficial to do two or three each week 

instead of many.  This would be confusing.  At the end of the drill choose one group that 

performed the drill well and have them demonstrate it to the rest.

Significant Game Situations: Practice should also emphasize these situations that occur

in the game due to that fact that a high percentage of goals can be scored from these.

They are: Penalty Kicks, Corners, Free Kicks, Goal Kicks, Throw Ins, etc. These should be

practiced from both the defensive and offensive positions.

Scrimmage Game: This is where the players use what they learn in the drills.  A coach may 

choose “even” teams or play offense players versus defense players.  Having the players choose 

will usually take too much time and could hurt the feelings of the last players chosen.

A variation of a scrimmage game that allows players more time to practice the techniques, from 

the drills, is to have a “soft scrimmage”.  This is were players are not allowed to tackle.  They are 

only allowed to take a ball, from an opposing player that is out of control or from an intercepted 

pass.  To enforce this, a player who commits an infraction sits down for 1 – 2 minutes.  This 

allows a less hectic playing environment to practice skills. 
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Offense (Team # 1)

Defense (Team # 2)

Player Movement

Ball Movement

Key to this Guide

Objective: There are a variety of age groups and skill levels participating in the TYA recreational

soccer program.  This guide presents drills and coaching hints. The intention is to offer a “buffet”

style of information where you may feel free to use what you believe applies and augments

your coaching style and ignore what you do not deem necessary.  

The following pages will cover fundamental individual skills and selected team drills.

Fundamental individual skills

1. Passing

2. Trapping (receiving ball) 

3. Shooting

4. Heading

5. Ball Movement / Dribbling

Diagrams and narratives of team drills

In order to maintain the participants’ motivation, challenge and enjoyment a variety of drills

are presented.   Please feel free to be creative and modify them.  Constructive feedback will

be greatly appreciated.

Symbols used in this guide:

Cone or marker

The ball

Advanced

Intermediate

Beginner
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Fundamentals

PASSING:

Objective: Playing the ball to a teammate or making an accurate short distance shot.

Concept: The non shooting foot is planted next to the ball pointing towards the target.

The kicking foot is brought back, swung forward (toe raised, ankle locked) striking

the middle of the ball.  The contact part of the foot is the inside between the heel and

the ball of the foot.

Common Mistakes:  

1. The standing foot is too far from the ball

2. The standing foot is not pointing at the target

3. The ball is not struck in the middle with relatively little “follow through”

4. On kicking foot the ankle is loose

TRAPPING (Receiving ball):

Objective: Receiving and gaining control of the ball.

Concept: With the ankle loose receive the ball by relaxing the foot at ball

impact.  Then move the ball, with soft touches bringing it under control.

Should the ball be high receive it with either the thigh or chest  by “giving”

at impact such as to deaden the ball.

(Trap the ball softly such as you would catch an egg without breaking the shell)

Common Mistakes:

1. Ball bounces too far from receiver

2. Chest and thigh are not pulled back at impact, instead they are extended

towards the ball. 
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August 11, 1999

Approach Contact Follow Through

Fundamentals

SHOOTING / LONG PASSES:

Objective: Shooting the ball to score a goal, make a long pass, or cross the ball.

Concept: Approach the ball at an angle. Arms are out for balance. The non shooting 

foot is planted next to the ball pointing towards the target.  The kicking foot is brought 

back, toe pointed, and the ball is struck squarely with follow through that carries the 

player’s momentum forward.  The contact point are the laces of the shoe and the center 

of the ball.  The body should be over the ball during contact.

Common Mistakes:  

1. The standing foot is too far from the ball

2. The standing foot is not pointing at the target

3. The ball is not struck in the middle with relatively little “follow through”

4. On kicking foot the ankle is loose

5. Arms are not out for balance

6. Legs are too far apart during approach.

7. Lack of follow through after kick.

The diagram below is divided into three stages of the kick: “Approach”, “Contact”, and 

“Follow Through”. Notice the head, chest, arms, legs, ankle, and feet position during 

each stage.
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Fundamentals

HEADING:

Objective: Striking a high ball in order to score a goal, pass the ball, or

clear a ball out of the defensive area.

Concept: The ball contact should occur at the top of the forehead.  The player

withdraws the upper body before contact and then, with the eyes open, strikes the

ball by lunging forward, with the top of the forehead. 

Common Mistakes:

1. Player has eyes closed.

2. Ball contact is on the top of the head.

3. Player is not balanced properly.

BALL MOVEMENT / DRIBBLING:

Objective:  Moving the ball from one place to another desired place, ...or creating time

and space in order to shoot or pass the ball.

Concept: Move the ball by guiding and controlling it close to the player’s feet.

Using feinting techniques create “open space” into which on can move or through

which one can pass/shoot the ball.

Feinting techniques include shoulder fakes, leg and ball movement which give the

defender the impression the the ball carrier is moving one way when in fact they move

another way. 

Common Mistakes:

1. Moving ball too close to defender before passing or shooting

2. Not moving close enough to defender (in order to draw them in) before passing

3. Not creating space

4. Not using upper body feints
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Fundamentals - Moves (Ball Mastery)

The following will contain descriptive information concerning many individual moves.

These are referenced in the Coerver coaching system.

1 Inside Roll -- Roll the ball across your body from outside to inside with the inside and sole 

of the foot and stop the ball with the inside of the other foot.

2 Outside Roll -- Roll the ball across your body from inside to outside with the outside and 

sole of the foot and stop the ball with the inside of the same foot.

3 Side to Side Push-Pull -- Tap ball back and forth with inside of feet, push ball forward with 

one foot and pull it back the sole of the opposite foot.

4 Side to Side Step-On -- Roll ball to outside with the sole by stepping lightly on the ball, then 

tap ball back to the inside with the inside of the foot.

5 Side to Side Front Roll --Tap ball back and forth with inside of feet, push ball slightly forward 

then pull the ball across your body with the front part of the sole.

6 Pull Instep Push -- Push ball forward and pull it back with the sole, then tap ball forward with 

the instep of the same foot.

7 Pull a Vee -- Push the ball forward and pull it back the sole of the foot while turning and then 

take the ball with the inside of the same foot.

8 Pull & Take with Outside of foot -- Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole 

then push the ball diagonally forward with the outside of the foot.

9 Pull & Roll Behind -- Push the ball forward and pull the ball back with the sole of the foot 

then pass the ball behind the standing leg with the inside of the foot.

Control the ball with the sole of the other foot. feet.

10 Pull turn --Push ball forward with one foot and pull it back with the other while turning 

toward ball and take the ball in the opposite direction with the inside of the first foot.

11 Inside of foot turn -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball and take it with 

the inside of the foot in the opposite direction. 

12 Outside of foot turn -- Push ball forward, move past ball and turn toward ball while taking it 

with the outside of the foot in the opposite direction. 

13 Cruyff -- Push the ball forward, fake kick with inside of foot, but instead pull ball behind the 

standing leg and change directions.
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14 Step over Turn -- Push ball forward, step over ball with one foot, turn toward ball 

and take it in the opposite direction.

The ball is in the middle of this imaginary square. The numbers are for feet positions, so 

think of the square (I know it looks like a rectangle) as having sides about

shoulder width apart. The feet are in positions 3 (lf) and 4(rf). Ball is in middle area. RF 

steps over the ball to position 1. Player pivots on right foot toward position

2. Left foot lands on position 2. Player is now standing on 1 (rf) and 2(lf), facing 3 and 4. 

After they have this part figured out, have them carry the ball away with the

left foot instead on  stopping on position 2. 

15 Full Sole Roll -- Roll the sole of one foot forward over the ball and to the outside so 

the ball stops against your heel. Turn and take the ball with the sole of the

other foot with a Step-On.

16 Scissors -- Starting with the ball to one side, step over or in front of ball so that the 

ball ends up on the other side of you. Take the ball in the opposite direction

with the outside of the other foot and then stop ball with the sole of the first foot.

17 360 -- Push ball forward, stop it with the sole of one foot while stepping past it, turn 

and drag ball back with sole of other foot, continue turning all the way

around and take the ball with the inside of the first foot.

18 Kick Over ball -- Kick over ball with inside of foot then pull it back with the sole of 

the same foot. 

19 Foundation (Bell)

Step up and down to pass ball 4-6 inches between feet. Ball is passed between the feet 

with very soft, light touches. Be sure weight if forward on balls of feet. With each step 

you should be coming down on your toes first; then your heels.  Knees stay bent at all 

times.  Move the ball forward and backward. Be sure you are stepping up and down; not 

sideways. Work at getting a comfortable rhythm.

Fundamentals - Moves (Ball Mastery)
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1 Hip Swivel -- Fake with inside of one foot by swiveling hips toward ball, then reverse 

direction and take the ball with the inside of the other foot.

2 Mathews -- Fake with inside of foot nudging ball by dipping shoulder, then take ball 

in the opposite direction with the outside of same foot. (explode)

3 Cap -- Cut ball with inside of foot slightly backward and take ball ahead with the 

inside of the opposite foot.

4 Step over -- With ball moving, step over ball so ball is outside of step over foot, turn 

and take the ball with the other foot.

5 Scissors over ball -- Step behind ball as if preparing to take it with the outside of one 

foot, then step over the ball and take it with the outside of the other foot.

6 Rivolino -- Same as step over, but take the ball with outside of step over foot.

7 Vee -- Fake pass with instep (across body), pull ball back with sole and take in 

opposite direction with the inside of the same foot.

8 Cruyff -- Fake kick with inside of foot, but instead pull ball behind the standing leg 

and change directions.

9 Inside of foot cut -- Cut the ball across body with inside of foot while simultaneously 

stepping over it and take with outside of opposite foot.

10 3/4 Inside of foot turn -- Cut ball back with inside of foot, continue turning 3/4 of 

the way around and take the ball with the inside of the same foot

11 3/4 Outside of foot turn -- Cut ball back with outside of foot, continue turning 3/4 

of the way around and take the ball with the outside of the same foot

12 Scissors behind ball -- Step behind ball as if preparing to take it with outside of one

foot, fake, then take it with the outside of the opposite foot. (easy to learn)

13 Scissors in front of ball -- Step behind ball as if preparing to take it with outside of 

one foot, then step around front of ball and take it with outside of the other foot.

14 Double Scissors -- Push ball forward, make alternate scissors steps and take with 

outside of first foot. (ineffective close to opponent) 

15 Reverse Mathews -- Fake with outside of one foot, step behind and take with 

outside of opposite foot. (also called body swerve or Touch 'n go)

16 Step over - Scissors -- Ball rolling. Step over followed by scissors with same foot 

and take with outside of other foot.

17 Front Roll -- While moving forward, pull ball across body with sole and take with 

outside of opposite foot.

18 Scotch -- With ball moving, step over and ahead of ball; tap the ball forward with 

the opposite foot behind the step over foot. Explode.

(from Coerver teaching method and DFB.de - German Soccer Federation)

Moves to beat an opponent - (Individual)
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“Last One In”

Objective: Teach ball control and movement

Concept:  Set up square large enough for all players.  Each player takes a ball inside the square

a starts to dribble.  As they dribble they try to knock the other players ball  outside the square

while not allowing their ball to leave the square or be kicked out.  If a players ball leaves the

square they are asked to leave until the next game.  The last one in wins.  About three games

is sufficient.
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Cone Dribbling

Objective: Teach ball control

Concept:  Set up cones and slalom dribble around them.  Vary speeds depending on the control

the player displays.

Variation:

1. Add a sprint section at the beginning or end

2. Two cone lines and compete between players or teams
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Shadow Dribble

Objective: Teach ball control, “cutting” movement for the offense and defense player

Concept:  Player # 1 has the ball and Player # 2 stands square facing Player # 1 about 3 - 4 yards

apart.  Player # 1 moves forward dribbling the ball from side to side while Player # 2 back pedals 

reacting (defensive feint) to the Player # 1 moves.  They both move across a 30 - 50 yard area.

Then they switch positions.  Approximately 3-4 repetitions is sufficient.

30 - 50 YDS

Movement Key
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“Give and Go”

Objective: Teach passing skills and moving without the ball to receive a return pass

Concept: Player starts dribbling ball to within 2-3 yards of defender and then passes to his

teammate.  The defender gives token resistance.  The teammate returns the pass to the open

spot where the first player can meet the pass and bring it under control.  He then reverses the

motion, each player using the other foot to pass.  10-20 repetitions before rotating players. 

Variations:

1. Use cone instead of defender (not as realistic)

2. Defender more aggressive but player with ball has choice to pass or dribble by

3. After player receives return pass they bring it under control and shoot

4. Use cones to define playing area and compete to keep ball inside this area

Step # 1

Step # 2
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Ball Trapping

Objective: Teach trapping, controlling the ball and then moving with it

Concept: One player throws the ball and the other player traps the ball gaining control

before it can bounce two times.

Variation:

1. Change number of bounces allowed

2. Compete with two teams…or against own score between weeks

3. Move ball to side and pass to a placed cone
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Trapping and Move

Objective: Teach trapping the ball with the outside of either foot and move sideways immediately 

Concept: Set up two sets of cones (approx 5 yds apart) and have one player between each

cone facing each other.  Starting on one side player # 1 passes the ball to player # 2.  

The ball is trapped with the outside of the foot (the foot that is closest to the middle of the cones).

Player # 2 moves the ball to the other cone and passes it back to player # 1 who has moved 

laterally between their cone as well.  This repeated 15 - 20 times.

Variation:

1. Reverse direction of pass 

2. Ball is thrown to other player thus practicing throw in and trap and move

3. Passer lifts the ball with a gentle chip pass to the other player chest who

brings down the ball sideways towards the middle of the cones
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Trapping and Passing

Objective: Trap ball with back to the player to whom they will pass. 

Concept:  Player # 1 passes the ball to player # 2 who has his back to player # 3.  Player # 3 moves

anywhere between cones.  Player # 2 turns, must recognize where player # 3 is located and pass the

ball to that location. 

OR

OR

# 3

# 2

# 1

Variation:

1. Have player # 1 use a throw in instead of a pass.

2. Have player # 2 receive a high ball and have them head to ball in the direction

of player # 3, who has called out the location to which they have moved.

3. Have a defender run onto the field as soon as player # 1 passes the ball and 

have them try to hinder the pass to player # 3.  

(It can be varied from which direction the defender enters)
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Trap and Pass While Moving

Objective: Teach trapping, ball control skills and passing

Concept:  Set up two cones and have the player (# 1) receiving the ball stand between  them.

The trainer will role or pass the ball to player # 1.  Moving around the cones (square, facing the play)

the ball is one”touched back” with the right foot.  Moving (square, facing play) around the other

cone the receive is ready to receive and one touch the ball back with their left foot. 20 repetitions

and then change the player.  Note that the receiver should be on the balls of their feet constantly.

Variation:

1. Thigh trap and return with foot

2. Chest trap and return with foot

3. Head ball back 

4. Mix up all style but do not inform receiver what is coming
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Accurate Pass Competition

Objective: Teach accurate passing skills

Concept: Two teams line up on either side away from two cones approximately 7 - 10 yards 

from the cones.  Each team receives on point for passing it through the cones and no point 

for missing.  After each player passes the ball they move to the back of the line.  

Coaches can observe players feet and whether they are looking at cone or player receiving the ball.  

Depending on number of players there might be three turns for each player and three to 

five rounds of competition.

Variation:

1. Use other foot

2. Change distance between cones

3. Change distance to cones

4. Fluid player rotation with one touch passing
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Control and Pass

Objective: Teach controlling ball moving with it quickly and passing it

Concept:  Defender throws ball to Player # 1 who moves to either side and passes the ball to

Player # 2 avoiding loosing the ball to the onrushing defender. 

OR

OR

# 1

# 2

Variation:

1. Player # 2 can move from behind the line

2. A second defender comes in at delay to guard the receiver

(this encourages player #1 to pass the ball quickly)
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Accurate Pass or Shot

Objective: Teach accurate passing and shooting

Concept: Place cone next to one another and have players try to knock them down by either

passing or shooting at the cones.  The players will come to a realization that they might need

to work on fundamental skills after this event.  The coach can look at the direction the non-shooting

foot is pointing.  It should point at the target.  Be sure to place cones inside a goal since this

will help looking for corners when they play games

Variation:

1. Compete against oneself from week to week or against other players

2. Change distance from goal

3. Use other foot
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Rapid Shooting

Objective: Teach shooting with little “wind up”

Concept: Place 6 -7 balls in front of the goal.  Player moves from one ball to the next rapidly

shooting the ball in to goal in succession.  Technique is important so be sure to place the ball 

at comfortable distance from the goal.

Variation:

1. Use other foot

2. Change distance from goal
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Move and Shoot

Objective: Teach controlling ball and then shooting

Concept: Trainer holds ball and throws it over the head of shooter.  Shooter chases ball,

controls, and shoots.

Variation:

1. Use other foot

2. Shooter has back to goal when starting
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Tackle

Objective: Teach tackling, controlling the ball and then moving with it

Concept:  Set up square area with cone goals on left and right side.  Have players stand in two

lines (each line is a team).  The coach throws the ball and one player from each team chase to 

gain control first.  Staying inside the large square the player with the ball may score on either

goal.  Each set is finished with a goal or when the ball leave the square.

COACH

Variation:

1. Add an extra player at the coach’s command 
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Square

Variations are:

1. Add another defender

2. Play in triangle form if only four players available

3. One touch or two touch only

4. Two sets of squares that compete against one another for successful

number of passes

5. See how many passes without losing the ball 

Objective: Teach ball control and passing skills.  Great warm-up drill!

Concept: Offense players move between cones while passing the ball to each

other.  The defender stays inside the square.  If the defender intercepts the ball or kicks it 

outside the square the defender changes position with the player who made the mistake.  

The coach can look at players how they pass quickly (using either foot) and how they offer 

themselves to receive a pass.  Less emphasis is placed on the defending player.
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Midfielder Plus

Objective: Teach ball control,  movement and passing - emphasizing the midfielder position

Concept:  In a defined area (best place is the penalty box this create an awareness) have two teams 

and one midfielder.  Each team consists of 3 - 4 players.  The midfielder is the “joker” who switches

to the team that possesses the ball.  The objective is to get as many touches to the midfielder as possible

in one teams possession.  This drill encourages players to look for the midfielder and concentrate as

to the ball possession.

Midfielder

Variation:

1. No midfielder - just keep away from the other team
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Team Defense

Objective: Teach team defense using stopper and sweeper positions in support of each other

while also covering the open player.  The offense players try to score, low, on the goal.

Concept:  Offense players start to dribble or pass the ball down the rectangle.  After three touches

one stopper enters the field from the side.  As soon as this defender makes contact the sweeper comes

to support deciding whether help the stopper or cover the other (open player).  The offense player

may pass or dribble by the stopper.  Now the sweeper must cover this player and the stopper moves to

cover the open player.

Variation:

1. Vary size of field.

2. Add third offense player. 

Stopper

Sweeper

Goal
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Technique Tips 

 

INSIDE OF THE FOOT PASS 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-The planted foot is next 

to the ball pointing 

toward target  

-Shooting over short 

distances combined 

group play restarts 

-Kicking foot is straight 

-Leave kicking foot and leg bent. 

(Toe 'up', heel ‘down’, ankle 

locked) 

-Kicking foot is raised, 

toe up strikes middle of 

ball 

-Accurate combined 

group play over short 

distances 

-The standing foot is too 

far from the ball  

-Place standing foot next to the 

ball  

-Ankle is locked  
-The ball is not struck 

through the center 
 

-Contact area is between 

ball of foot and the heel 

on the inside of the foot  

   

 

OUTSIDE OF FOOT PASS 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-Angle approach to 

direction of the pass 

-Playing the ball with 

deception  
-The ankle is not locked -Knee is brought over the ball  

-Toe down, ankle locked, 

foot angled slightly in 

-Shooting around 

defenders 

-Planted foot is too far 

from the ball  

-Contact ball with the outside of 

the foot  

-Contact surface is the 

outside of the laces 

-Passing around 

defenders 

-The ball is not contacted 

fully 
 

-Upper body is leaning 

slightly over the planted 

foot  
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INSTEP DRIVE 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-Slightly angled 

approach 
-Shooting 

-Approach to the ball is 

straight 
-Slightly curved approach  

-Standing foot is next to 

the ball at point of 

impact. Pointed at the 

target  

-Crossing 
-Upper body is leaning too 

far back 
 

-Kicking foot is pointed, 

toe down, ankle locked. 

No "floppy" toe  

-Long passing 

-Ball is not struck with 

laces or straight through 

center of ball 

-Lean slightly over the ball  

-The contact surface is 

the instep (laces)  
 -The toe is not pointed  

-Foot stays pointed after the 

kick, ankle locked, follow 

through straight at target  

  
-Hips are not square to 

target  
 

  
-Follow through is not 

straight 
 

 

DRIBBLING 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-Guide the ball with both 

feet, use all surfaces of 

the foot  

-Gain ground 
-Ball is played too far from 

foot 
-Push the ball, do not kick it 

-Upper body is bent 

slightly over the ball  

-Go past an opponent 

-Set up a short or 

combination play  

-Player looks only at ball  

-Keep head up and and observe 

situation around you.  

-Raise toe when changing 

directions. 

-Keep ball in close when 

in a crowd, using light 

touches  

-Relieve pressure   

-Push it further out in 

front when given more 

space 
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HEADING 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-Strike ball with top of 

forehead; you strike it, do 

not let is strike you 

-Shooting  

-Passing  

-Clearing from 

danger area 

-Ball is struck with top of 

head 
-Upper body is drawn back 

-Keep eyes open   -Eyes closed 
-Watch ball strike and leave the 

forehead 

-Before making contact, 

draw upper body back, 

tuck chin, "whip" body 

through the ball 

 

-Players "spear" the ball 

instead of "whipping" their 

body at it  

 

-Set the ball up with your 

chest, come through with 

your head 

   

 

RECEIVING 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-Lightly receive the ball 

with inside or outside of 

foot and move off with it; 

keep toe pointed up 

-Bringing all arriving 

balls under control  
-Ball bounces too far away  

-Move in an elastic way as if 

catching an egg on your body; 

the controlling part of the body 

withdraws in a smooth, 

controlled fashion 

-Receive ball with thigh 

or chest, take the pace off 

of the ball by 

withdrawing the body 

part receiving the ball 

 
-Pace of the ball is 

underestimated  
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DEFENSIVE BEHAVIOR 

EXECUTION OBJECTIVE POSSIBLE ERRORS OBSERVE 

-Keep goal side of your 

opponent 
-Regain possession -Falling for feints  -Keep ball in view  

-Be first to the ball -Deny penetration 
-Poor position relative to 

opponent  
-Beat your opponent to the ball  

-Do not dive in on an 

opponent 

-Slow down or with 

the ball interrupt an 

attack 

-Trying to tackle from too 

far away 

-Tackle as opponent receives the 

ball 

-Defend the ball, not the 

player 
-Stop shots 

-Tackle as the opponent is 

halfway turned  

-Make opponent play the ball 

square or back  

-Make opponent look at the ball 
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First Aid Tips 
 
Emergency Symptoms Treatment 

Capillary:   Usually a surface wound, bleeding is generally slow 
Venous:    Usually a deep cut opened vein-Blood is dark red 
Arterial:    Artery has been cut, blood spurts and is bright red 
 
Always check below the wound to insure circulation 

DIRECT PRESSURE:  Use bandages on the wound, press down to keep 
pressure on the wound. 
ELEVATION:  Lift arm or leg so the wound is higher than the heart 
PRESSURE DRESSING:  Apply dressing-tie know on wound 
PRESSURE POINT:  Apply pressure to the Brachial artery on the arm or the 
Femoral artery 
 

Penetrating Wound:  Object has punctured victim DO Not Remove the Object, Bandage around the object and stabilize object 
so it does not move. 

BLEEDING 

Severed Limb:  Limb has been severed from the body. CONTROL Bleeding: Wrap body part in sterile cloth – Place on top of a bed 
of Ice 

1
st
 Degree / Superficial:  Sunburn, Red & dry skin 

 
Cool area with cool water pain subsides in 12-24 hours 

2
nd

 Degree:  Top layers of skin burned-Red–Blisters-Painful Cool wound with cool water or cooling lotion-cover with sterile dressing- 
Do not break blister 
 

BURNS 

3
rd

 Degree:  Skin destroyed, charring around burn-clothes melt Call 9-1-1 Cover burn with DRY sterile Dressing-Watch for shock-DO NOT 
remove clothing 

FRACTURES 
(Broken, 
cracked or 
Dislocated 
Bones 

Look for deformity, swelling, discoloration, grating sound Inability 
to move injured area or unable to bear weight. 
Pain 
 
 
Exposed bone (Compound Fracture) 

Immobilize area:  Stop movement by supporting injured area. 
Victims are never moved-Splint them where they lay 
Support area from joint to joint with splint, tying off below and above injured 
area. 
 
Compound Fracture requires immobilization, control bleeding, keep exposed 
bone covered with sterile dressing. 

HEAD NECK 
or SPINAL 
INJURY 
 
 
CONCUSSION 
 
 
SKULL 
FRACTURE 

Difficulty Breathing, change in consciousness 
Impaired vision – Loss of Balance – Headache – Vomiting – 
Tingling or numbness in hands, fingers, feet and/or toes 
Inability to move a Body Part 
 
Loss of Consciousness:  Vomiting-Severe headache-blurred or 
double vision-Pupils of unequal size. 
 
dent, bruise, cut, blood on scalp-blood or fluid from mouth, nose 
or ears. 

Stabilize head and neck.  Stop movement 
Maintain an Open Airway 
CALL 9-1-1 
Care for Shock 

SEIZURES Caused when electrical activity in grain becomes irregular 
Victim stiffens and falls to ground 
Arms and legs flail uncontrollably-Head bangs up and down 

Cushion Victim’s head 
Clear area around victim of any harmful items that could harm the victim 
DO NOT put anything in the victim’s mouth 
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Emergency Symptoms Treatment 
STROKE Usually caused by a blockage of blood vessel or hemorrhage 

SUDDEN numbness or weakness of arms and legs on one side 
of the body, confusion, slurred speech, dizziness or loss of 
balance.  Sudden and severe headache. 

Victim may suffer mini-strokes, with symptoms lasting only a few minutes. 
Call 9-1-1 
Victim needs medical attention within 3 hours of onset of initial symptoms. 

DIABEETIC 
EMERGENCY 

High or low blood sugar may lead to a coma 
HIGH BLOOD SUGAR:  thirsty, excessive urination, nausea or 
vomiting, flushed skin, drowsiness, disorientation 
LOW BLOOD SUGAR:  Loss of coordination, argumentative, 
confusion, disorientation, sudden hunger 

Check for medic alert ID 
Conscious victim may be given a small amount of sugar. 
Victim’s condition should improve within 5 minutes of administering sugar.  If 
there is no improvement, call 9-1-1 immediately. 
If victim responds with the sugar, monitor until symptoms of diabetic 
emergency are gone 

POISONING Abdominal cramping, Nausea or vomiting, Diarrhea, burns 
stains and odor in or around mouth, change in consciousness 
Assess Victim responsiveness-consciousness, breathing and 
circulation 

Call 9-1-1 AND Poison Control Center 
Locate source of poisoning if possible 
DO NOT induce vomiting unless directed by a medical professional 
DO NOT give the victim any fluids unless directed by a medical professional 

HEAT 
EMERGENCIES 

Heat Exhaustion: Skin is cold and Clammy, Heavy sweating, 
muscle and/or stomach cramps, nausea, headache, weak pulse 
 
 
Heat Stroke:  Hot, dry and red skin, confusion, little or no 
sweating, fill rapid pulse 

Move to cool place, remove clothing, elevate legs 
Give victim liquids-Water or sport drinks-DO NOT give victim alcohol or 
caffeine 
 
Life Threatening: Call 9-1-1, remove clothing, cool victim, Ice packs may 
be placed under arm and in groin 

COLD-RELATED 
EMERGENCIES 

Frostbite:  Affects extremities-hands, feet, nose, ears: White 
and waxy appearance, loss of sensation to touch 
 
Hypothermia:  Shivering, slurred speech, skin may have bluish 
appearance, skin has no reaction to pain, slow pulse/respiration 

Remove victim from cold environment, do not rub skin, watch for blistering 
Remove any wet clothing, get victim immediate medical attention 
Warm victim from inside out, Use warm fluids, soups, etc. NO alcohol or 
caffeine 
Monitor vital signs: watch for shock-use scarf, glove, hats blankets to warm 
victim 

ALLERGIC 
REACTIONS 

Symptoms of an allergic reaction to a medication can include the 
following:  Difficulty breathing/shortness of breath, face, body or 
tongue swells, skin develops red blotches and hives, 
palpitations-anaphylactic shock, a severe reaction that can lead 
to death. 

Call 9-1-1:  Assist victim if they have an EpiPen.  This is an auto-injector 
that administers epinephrine 
Epinephrine is the definitive emergency treatment for severe allergic 
reactions. 

 
 
 


